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Preface
This volume contains selected contributions to the 2nd Workshop on Graphs, Morphisms and
Applications held at the Centre de Recerca Matema`tica in Barcelona, Spain, September 27–30,
2005. Since the first edition of this workshop four years ago, in October 2001, the subject of
graph homomorphisms has witnessed substantial advances and increasing popularity. Not only
the book Graphs and Homomorphisms by Pavol Hell and Jaroslav Nesˇetrˇil [1] was published but
several other books have appeared where the significant progress of the area is documented (see
references [2–4]). All this have made our task both more easy and more difficult. Certainly easier
in one respect as the development was fast and there are enough topics to be covered. We have
tried to reflect in this volume some of the most important developments in the area. Towards this
end, we invited several of our colleagues who did not participate in the workshop but, however
had contributed essentially to the recent development of the area. We believe that this volume
may become a standard reference for researchers in the near future.
The papers selected in this volume can more or less be classified into three categories: the first
group contains contributions to classical coloring problems. It includes the papers by Zdeneˇk
Dvorˇa´k, Daniel Kra´l, Pavel Nejedly´, Riste Sˇkrekovski (On the colorability of squares of planar
graphs with girth six), by Jiri Fiala, Daniel Paulsusma and Jan Arne Telle (On locally constrained
homomorphisms), by Gregory Gutin, Pavol Hell, Arash Rafiey and Anders Yeo (Dichotomy of
the minimum cost homomorphism problems), by Pavol Hell and Xuding Zhu (Introducing the
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adaptable chromatic number of a graph), by Sonia P. Mansilla and Oriol Serra (On coverings of
s-edge transitive hypergraphs) and by Andre´ Raspaud and Weifang Wang (On the arboricity of
planar graphs).
The second (and largest) group contains papers dealing with complexity and logical issues,
Constrained Satisfaction Problems (CSP) and new perspectives of homomorphisms of graphs
and structures in general. This includes papers by Albert Atserias (On First Order definability),
by Vı´ctor Dalmau and Andrei Krokhin (On path dualities in an algebraic setting), by Jan Foniok,
Jaroslav Nesˇetrˇil and Claude Tardif (On generalized dualities of structures), by Ga´bor Kun and
Jaroslav Nesˇetrˇil (On a combinatorial definition of NP), by Loten and Tardif (On majority
functions on structures with finite duality), by La´szlo Lova´sz and Lex Schrijver (On graph
parameters characterized via semigroups), by Jaroslav Nesˇetrˇil and Patrice Ossona de Me´ndez
(On surprising richness of dualities restricted to bounded expansion classes) and by Jaroslav
Nesˇetrˇil and Robert Sˇa´mal (On edge mappings preserving tensions).
As it can be observed from the above list, (homomorphism) dualities have recently attracted a
lot of attention. They indeed are at the crossroads of several areas (for their origin one can refer
to the recent article [5]).
The third group of our contributions considers some additional problems related to the main
subject: the papers by Wilfried Imrich, Janja Jerebich and Sandi Klavzar (On graph products —
this time cartesian product), by Hanno Lefman (On distribution of points in large n-gons), by
Martin Loebl and Lenka Szeborova (On dimer and Ising problems) and by Ricardo Strausz (On
happy end type theorems for newly defined separoids).
We thank all the participants of the workshop and all the authors for the excellent work. We
also thank all the colleagues who generously helped in the refereeing process of the papers. We
finally want to thank the Centre de Receca Matema`tica and its staff for their efficient support to
the development of the Workshop.
Barcelona–Prague, March 2007
List of participants (shown in Fig. 1):
Fig. 1. Participants of the workshop.
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Gabriela Araujo, Jorgen Bang-Jensen, Manuel Bodirsky, Vı´ctor Dalmau, Josep Dı´az, Dwight
Duffus, Dmitry Feichtner-Kozlov, Jan Foniok, Eric Fusy, Gena Hahn, Hosseimi Hajiabolhassan,
Pavol Hell, Wilfrief Imrich, Jan Kratochvı´l, Ga´bor Kuhn, Hanno Lefmann, Anna Llado´, Martin
Loebl, Bojan Mohar, Amanda Montejano, Jordi Moragas, Jaroslav Nesˇetrˇil, Marc Noy, Patrice
Ossona de Mendez, Sonia Pe´rez Mansilla, Xavier Pe´rez, Andre´ Raspaud, Miklo´s Ruszinko, M.
Jose´ Serna, Oriol Serra, Eric Sopena, Ricardo Strausz, Csaba Szabo´, Jan Arne Telle, Dimitrios
Thiliko´s,
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